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How did you start collecting these?
I found a paperweight in 1978 at a flea market. It was of
a local place and I just got interested in the hobby. Then
I discovered that a lot of early paperweights came from
Pittsburgh. William Maxwell in 1882 came up with a
way of putting people’s portraits or advertising in
paperweights and he was a Pittsburgher. If I turned it
over, a lot of times it would be signed. Then another
[Pittsburgh] guy came along named Albert Graeser and
patented a different process. If you ask the average
collector of antique paperweights, they don’t even know
Pittsburgh produced paperweights. They think of
paperweights that came out of New England or New
Jersey or, of course, France. The paperweights produced
in Pittsburgh weren’t millifleur-y. They were nononsense. Industrial. They advertised businesses.

Interview by Marty Levine, News Editor
Pittsburgh City Paper, 11/24/2005
mlevine@steelcitymedia.com
Photographs courtesy of William Price
William C. Price, Jr., has several thousand handblown antique glass paperweights, mostly one-of-akind portraits and advertising paperweights from
100 or more years ago. The squat, clear globes
advertise everything from an Ohio onion seed dealer
to Cuzco Embalming Fluid from Peoria, Ill. (“Use the
Best”), as well as many Pittsburgh businesses, via a
photo or drawing placed on milk glass and embedded
inside. Price, a Swissvale, PA attorney, writes about
Pittsburgh’s paperweight legacy for publications of
the Paperweight Collectors Association and is known
in collecting circles as the Paperweight Potentate of
Pittsburgh.

Does that make you like them more?
Yeah. I couldn’t collect something that was just the same
pretty, flowery paperweight. I never know what’s going
to surface next.
Are there other specialties among paperweight
collectors?
There are metal, figural advertising paperweights -- I
have a whole collection of those too. There are hundreds
and hundreds of flat-backed paperweights with
advertising. That process caused these to be obsolete.
Sometimes I’ll have something that someone else wants

Many of these have wonderful Victorian photos.
These generally were of ordinary people. This one was
made for a minister. This one is a post-mortem photo of
a baby. It’s the only one known. They had some
paperweights that were people’s portraits, customcommissioned for people’s desk.

Notice is hereby given of a Special Election for the office of Secretary,
currently vacant, to take place on January 27, 2007 at the Winter
Meeting announced in this issue. The nominee for this position, recently
vacated by long-time Secretary Sue Sutton, is loyal member Martin
Mikelberg. A quorum of members is necessary to hold this election.
Other nominations for the position can be accepted from the floor.
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Post Mortem of a Baby

Cuzco Embalming Fluid "Remember to always use the best"

that is more in their corner of the hobby. A few of these
I’ve traded for over the years, like this one -- Otto R.
Toudy, Notary Public, Pittsburg, Pa. I’ve heard -- I’ve
never seen it -- that it was the practice in some parts of
the country to take one of these portrait paperweights and
impress it into the person’s tombstone, cement it in. This
particular glass, if it was exposed to sunlight for very
long, would turn amethyst-colored. None of my
paperweights are amethyst-colored. I would never buy
one that had come from a tombstone.

they’d be covered with dust. Back in the 1970s it was
like picking mushrooms in a field. The objects that
surface today in the flea markets are much newer. I have
a couple I bought off a woman in the early 1980s in
Edgewood. She was born in October 1893. She was one
of the babies in one of the paperweights. I promised I
would protect them and keep their history with them.
Is one your favorite?
Yeah, this one [with a photo of the heads of three girls,
dated 1888]. I just think that the photo is so
contemporary that it could have been taken last week. It’s
not your typical staged Victorian picture. It’s timeless. It
was done so lovingly that I kind of suspect those were the
glassmaker’s children.

Your office is filled with other antiques. What
attracted you to paperweights?
They’re very portable. I could spend all day at an antique
show and have one little bag. It’s a lot easier than
collecting washing machines. And when I started
collecting them 30 years ago, no one was paying
attention to them. I used to go into antique stores and

Onion Seed Dealer (a rare version)

Otto R.Toudy, Notary Public
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Eulahlia Howard born Oct. 20, 1893

Wedding Commemorative Weight by Maxwell.

You have one of those costumed, old-timey sepia
photos of what I assume is your family.
That was done at Idlewild. These are my kids.
So did you ever think of having a paperweight
portrait done?
No one makes these, and the curator of the Museum of
American Glass in Millville, NJ told me they’re trying
to figure out exactly how it was done.
Do you use paperweights yourself?
We have air conditioning, and I think that these were
practical back when you had to have the windows open
during the summertime. I don’t have a window in this
office.
Copyright 2005, Pittsburgh City Paper, reprinted with
permission.

Base of Maxwell wedding commemorative weight (above)

Picture of 3 girls (November 1888)

William C. Price, Jr. and his daughter Rachel also collect parrots!
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first-time attendees: John Hendry, Susan Wenger,
Stewart Goodman, Elaine Horsfield, Dr, Gerald
Grube and Jami Severstad, our Guest Speaker.
Although attendees came from as far away as West
Virginia, New York, Virginia and Wisconsin, the
long distance winner was Dr. Grube, from
California!
Briefly, President Stan and Andy Dohan gave a
final report on Paperweight Fest 2006, the
collaboration between DVPCA and Wheaton
Village to resurrect a paperweight event at the
Village (now called Wheaton Arts and Cultural
Center). Ultimately, Wheaton realized a small
profit from Fest and has promised another
Paperweight Fest in 2008. Of course, Wheaton will
want our assistance again and Fest 2008 will
probably be held in mid-May of that year, as it was
this year. Andy said he has regenerated a list of
ideas and topics for a Paperweight Fest two years
hence but wants our ideas, too. He asked the
attendees to discuss during lunch ideas for two or
three paperweight topics and suggest who might be
the presenters of those topics, for example, a lecture
on the history of Murano millefiori weights. Andy
was asked about the upcoming PCA, Inc.
Convention (April 18-21, 2007 at Providence, RI)
and he said that Ben Drabeck, President of New
England PCA and Vice President of PCA, Inc., is
handling most of that organizing.

Review of Events
Fall Elections Meeting, October 14, 2006

Delaware Valley PCA’s Fall 2006 Meeting began at
10 AM on Saturday, October 14, 2006 at our usual
venue, Williamson’s Restaurant, 500 Blair Mill
Road, Horsham, PA. Indeed, our group has been
meeting on Saturdays at Williamson’s for thirteen
of the fourteen years we have been in existence.
The forty-one attendees, a smaller crowd than usual
for a Fall Meeting, tickled their taste buds with an
assortment of muffins, Danish, fresh fruit, coffee
and tea, and dazzled their eyes with the wonderful
selection of paperweights brought by Guest Dealer
William Pitt, of Fairhaven, MA. Also on view were
displays by members of paperweight books and
weights for sale, some weights created by the
members themselves, recent auction catalogs with
Prices Realized, selected items from the Delaware
Valley Paperweight Lending Library, Today’s
Raffle Prizes, silent auction items, the Free: Take
One table, three DVPCA Memories Photo Albums,
and a sampling of other
local PCA newsletters.
At 11 AM, President Stan
Kruger called the meeting
to order and members
slowly took their seats.
Stan reminded everyone
that Delaware Valley is
beginning its fifteenth year
of operation, meeting
continuously every quarter
since October 10, 1992
(except for one Winter
Meeting canceled because
the main speaker was
unable to attend at the last
minute). There were six

Next on the program was the “My Best Italian
Weight”
Contest.
Instructions for voting
were as follows: ONE
ballot and only one ballot
per attendee; mark one
number, of the best
weight, and only one
number on the ballot; vote
once only; prizes to be
awarded to the best and the
second best, determined
by the number of votes.
Balloting closed at 11:30.
While the votes were
tabulated, the 14 or so
entries were described by
their owners. Stan noted
First timers, 10/14/06: Jami Severstad, Stewart Goodman,
that at this time weights
Susan Wenger, John Hendry, Elaine Horsfield, Dr. Gerald Grube
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GEORGE KAMM PAPERWEIGHTS
George Kamm, Proprietor
FOR AN INTERESTING ARRAY OF PAPERWEIGHTS
VISIT www.artglass-pottery.com

1848 SL Dated Mushroom

—

www.roslynroseantiques.com

ROGER JACOBSEN

Antique & Contemporary Paperweights

Buying, Selling and Appraising
Antique and Contemporary Paperweights

E-Mail: sue@roslynroseantiques.com
Phone/Fax: 917.441.9248
Online Catalog & Worldwide Shipping

WA N T E D

1511 Desert Willow Drive
Carlsbad, NM 88220
505-885-9487

(May-October)

(November- April)

G. W. McCLANAHAN

—

Antique & Contemporary Glass Paperweights
9697 La Mora Circle - Fountain Valley, CA 92708
(800) 795-1486 or (714) 964-2599
FAX (714) 378-9908
gwmcclanahan@earthlink.net

D O R F L I N G E R G L A S S PA P E R W E I G H T S
Will send or email pictures for comparison.
Contact: FRANK H. GARDNER
631 Susquehanna Street Forest City, PA 18421
Tel. (717) 785-3621 Email: fgardner@nep.net

were being made in China and shipped to Italy
where Murano stickers were attached and the
weights were sold as made in Italy. Buyer, beware!
Other interesting stories were related about the
contest entries. The winner was Andrew Scott who
received a replica of a world weight. Second place
went to John Zecca, who received a five-power
magnifying glass. Attendees were then released
until lunch was served at noon. During the ice
cream cake dessert, Treasurer Don Formigli,
assisted by Joe Freeze, sold tickets for Today’s
Raffle Prizes.
President Stan re-convened
the meeting at 1 PM, noting
that Toby (Mrs. Kruger)
had advised him to lay off
the “senior” jokes! He
passed on a “Hello”
message to DVPCA from
Dealer Gary McClanahan.
His trips are severely
limited with both his wife
and his mother on walkers
but he planned to attend the
PCA, Inc. Convention in
Providence, RI next April.
At the Corning Museum of
Glass,
Corning,
NY,

P.O. Box 489
Sandwich, MA 02563
508-888-7591

beginning November 16, 2006, there will be a
major paperweight exhibit called “Worlds Within:
The Evolution of the Paperweight”, a history of
paperweights from their origin to the present day.
Stan proposed a DVPCA trip to see that exhibit
sometime before it closes
on March 18, 2007 but
would need at least 15 to
make the trip viable.
Twelve hands were raised
to show interest in the trip
and Stan will report on
costs, arrangements and
timing at the Winter
Meeting on January 27,
2007.
Following the
retirement in July, 2006 of
Alex
Vance,
former
Director of the BergstromMahler Museum, Jan
Smith has been named
Executive Director of the
Gathered at the paperweight display of Guest Dealer
Museum as of September.
William Pitt, 10/14/06.
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Jan previously was the
Curator of the Museum
from 1989-1999.
Her
mission will be to increase
the Museum’s influence in
the world of paperweights
and she plans to acquire
more weights for the
Museum.

or paperweight museums.
As Evangeline was to
recall, it all started with
one of her grandmother’s
long lost paperweights. It
was filled with tiny glass
flowers, or florets, which,
as a youngster, she found
fascinating.
“That
paperweight was of the
Andy Dohan, Chair of the
millefiori type, I was to
Nominations Committee,
learn later, and it amused
reported that the slate of
me by the hour to try and
find two similar florets.
nominees for today’s
Elections
includes
When the old house was
President Stan, standing for Ken Brown, Gary Geiger, Joe Freeze, etc. at the Members' and
dismantled, that was the
Library Tables, 10/14/06.
another two year term as
one thing I wanted but
President, Andrew Scott,
living a long distance
standing for Vice President, a position that had been
away, it was picked up by someone near there and
vacant, and Don Formigli, for Treasurer, again.
never seen again.” Years later, as the wife of
There was no volunteer for the position of
Neenah industrialist John Nelson Bergstrom,
Secretary, replacing Sue Sutton, who was retiring
Evangeline happened across a similar weight at an
from the post after eight long years, so a
antiques show in Florida. She bought it and so
contingency plan was needed to provide minutes of
began a collection that one day would form the core
the meetings. It was moved and seconded to accept
of the Museum that now bears the Bergstrom name.
the slate of three officers by acclamation. Today’s
At her demise in 1958, she bequeathed 632 weights
Raffle Prize winners were selected, all winners
and related items, along with her residence, to the
thrilled with their prizes. Sue Sutton was presented
city of Neenah, WI, setting a standard that remains
with a lovely cut glass Orrefors bowl, a gift from an
unequalled.
appreciative President Stan.
In 2003 the entire paperweight collection, 2227
At 1:25 PM, the Guest Speaker, Jami Severstad,
pieces, was appraised by George Kulles at
Curator of the Bergstrom$4,238,394. The top 105
Mahler
Museum
of
weights accounted for just
Neenah,
WI
was
over $2 million of that
introduced.
Jami first
figure, over $19,000 each,
passed out an interesting
so the top 5% of the
two-sheet handout about
collection is worth almost
the Museum and thanked
half the total value. Mrs.
DVPCA for its volunteer
Bergstrom’s
original
work at the recent Wheaton
collection of 632 pieces
Paperweight Fest 2006.
was valued at over $2.4
She spoke of what intrigues
million, for an average
people about paperweights
value of $3826 each. Since
and what draws them into
the original bequest, the
collecting and research.
original 632 weights has
Evangeline H. Bergstrom
increased 250%, or 1595
was a sole collector in her
pieces, to the current total
area, at a time when there
of 2227, but not at the
Dora Vardaro, Rosemary Kozak, Elliott Heith, 10/14.06.
were no collectors, scholars
average value of the
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original Bergstrom bequest.
are in items of Germanic
Of the top tier weights, 54
glass donated by Ernst and
were hers and 36 have been
Carol Mahler, who were
added since 1959. Mrs.
instrumental in forging the
Bergstrom collected for 24
community group that
years; since she died the
turned the Bergstroms’
Museum has continued to
bequests into the reality of
collect for some 47 years.
an
internationally
Of course, she did make
recognized museum. But
some mistakes in her
the paperweights are the
purchases; some pieces
better known and much
were quite inexpensive.
larger number of glass
Indeed, 178 of her weights
items in the permanent
were valued at a total of
collection. Recently the
$37,705, ranging from $0Museum moved the entire
$500 each. Since 1959, the
original
Bergstrom
Some of the entries in "My Best Italian Weight" Contest,
10/14/06.
Museum has collected 978
paperweight
collection
weights that are valued at
into one room so the
$170,825, or an average of $175 each.
visitor easily can see what started the Museum.
Mrs. Bergstrom began collecting her weights in
The Museum’s acquisitions since 1959 have been
1935. Most of her weights were acquired between
mostly in the area of inexpensive weights. But the
1938 and 1942. By the end of 1943, roughly nine
standards for acquisition are different depending on
years after she began the collection, she had already
whether the acquisition is by purchase or by gift.
acquired all of her top tier weights. With the aid of
Acquisition by purchase tries to fill in gaps in the
an assistant, she catalogued all the weights and the
collection, to acquire rare, even one-of-a-kind
Museum has all of her notes. However, she
pieces. These can cost $20,000 or more. And as the
(apparently) made no notes about three of her top
Museum is a non-profit organization, money for
pieces, the Pantins. When she began the collection,
such purchases is not readily available. Therefore,
she was guided by her eye. French antique weights
the Museum accepts just about every paperweight
were prominent at the time but she also championed
offered to it as a gift. The Museum desires a very
American makers. She wrote the first modern era
broad collection, from upper echelon to basic
book on weights, Old Glass Paperweights, in 1940
weights so they do collect
and she was interviewed
in depth. A small collection
by many magazines. Paul
of superb paperweights
Jokelson, Charles Kaziun,
would not give the Museum
Jr. and some Perthshire
the depth and breadth of a
weight
makers
were
large,
comprehensive
influenced by her and she
collection, and the Museum
became an inspiration to
does want the latter type of
many.
collection. In fact, the
Museum has actually
Jami then showed slides of
weights
from
the
bought less than 100 of the
collection, Bacchus (only
total 2227 weights in the
400 or so of these English
collection; the rest derive
from donations, starting
antiques were made) and a
Tiffany doorstop with an
with Mrs. Bergstrom’s. .
undersea
motif,
that
Some of the Bergstrompurportedly
influenced
Guest Dealer William Pitt in conversation with Sandy and
Mahler Museum’s holdings
American
makers
Dominic
Marty Mikelberg, 10/14/06.
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Labino and Harvey K.
being discovered, which
Littleton in the early 1960s.
may be why Pantin lizards
Question: What did Mrs.
look like dinosaurs; they
Bergstrom pay for her
were
a
then-current
weights? Answer: She paid
fascination. Jami showed
anywhere from $5 to
slides of Pantin flowers
$2000, and she did a lot of
(pansy, dahlia, daisy, mum,
haggling.
Next Jami
lily of the valley, water
showed an Islington (old
lily, two daisies with a
English) weight, of which
bud), fruit clusters of
very few were made. She
cranberries or currants,
mentioned that density
cherry clusters, pears,
testing is being performed
Clichy flowers of various
on the collection’s weights,
types, even a lily encased
particularly
currently
upside down, a Clichy
unknown maker weights, in
stoppered bottle and vases,
Stewart Goodman, Kay Reid, Sumner Reid, Toby Kruger,
Susan Wenger, 10/14/06.
order to amass an inventory
a sulphide possibly by
of densities that will
Clichy but dated with an
hopefully lead to future identifications. She
1848 cane in the base, a Clichy or Bohemian
showed: a Russian plaque weight, very rare and
butterfly and two floral weights, perhaps Bristol or
expensive, New England Glass Company weights
Pantin.
with intricately cut double overlays and floral
bouquets, Mount Washington strawberries, roses
Jami ended her scholarly discourse at 3:15 PM to
and poinsettias (noting that Mount Washington
appreciative applause from the audience. As
flowers appear thick and leathery compared to
President Stan said: “I am now an expert on the
other makers’ flowers), a marbrie weight, St. Louis
paperweight collection of the Bergstrom-Mahler
crown weight, noting that Mrs. Bergstrom
Museum!” Stan reminded the group of the next
sometimes incorrectly identified the maker of a
meeting on January 27, 2007 when Christine
particular piece, St. Louis magnum upright
Stankard Kressley will speak on the history and
bouquets (Mrs. B. thought these were Baccarats),
evolution of The Stankard Studio. The meeting was
St. Louis basket with upright bouquet, St. Louis
adjourned at 3:17 PM, though attendees stayed later
swan, Baccarat carpet ground (she loved Baccarat
to peruse the displays and to socialize. Except for
weights; her first piece was
the Guest Dealer, the room
a Baccarat), double overlay
cleared by about 4:15 PM.
mushroom weight with rare
Respectfully submitted
gilding (gilding often does
(for the last time),
not stand the test of time),
flat bouquets, a pansy with
Sue Sutton,
Secretary
engraved and enameled
base (very rare), Crown
Imperial flower, snake and
horse, both pink and blue,
and a magnum Pantin
lizard, a visitor’s delight
and their finest weight. The
Pantin lizards were being
made at the time when
dinosaur remains were
Founding DVPCA member Andy Dohan, Guest Speaker Jami
Severstad, Treasurer Don Formigli and Rosemary Kozak in
background, 10/14/06.
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Selections from the Delaware Valley Paperweight Reference
Lending Library, 10/14/06.

Loyal members Barbara Stitt and Diane Atkerson, 10/14/06.

Guest Speaker Jami Severstad, Curator of the Bergstrom-Mahler
Museum, Neenah, WI, 10/14/06.

Close up of display by Guest Dealer William Pitt, 10/14/06.

Cornflower Weight by Christine Stankard Kressley
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Honeysuckle Weight by Christine Stankard Kressley

THE SCRAMBLE:

CALENDAR:
ADVANCE MEETING DATES AND GUESTS

THANK YOU!…
Members continue to donate to the club their “back
closet” treasures, weights and related items, which
frequently find their way onto the Today’s Raffle
Prizes table at our meetings. So we thank: Bart and
Sue Sutton for a mint copy of the book
Paperweights in the Chicago Art Institute, Diane
Atkerson for a glass top and base crafted by Andy
Davis, the Krugers for a glass book labeled “Ralph
Lauren” and a pair of crystal cube candlesticks by
Viking Glass, and Ken Brown for a spherical candle
surface-decorated with wax millefiori. Thank you,
one and all!

April 14, 2007 Spring Meeting: Four marble makers,
Beth Tomasello of Haddon Heights, NJ, Gateson
Recko of Swedesboro, NJ, Paul Katherman of Mount
Joy, PA and Shannon Norris of Conover, NC, will
display product and engage in a panel discussion
centering on how and why they chose marbles as their
creative endeavor. Katherman and Norris will also
make formal presentations about their careers in glass.
April 18-21, 2007 PCA, Inc. Convention: The Crown
Plaza Hotel, Warwick, RI, just outside Providence, RI
is Convention headquarters, a month earlier than usual.
An exciting program is planned, with emphasis on
New England glass and makers from the 19th and 20th
centuries. There will be a trip to the Sandwich Glass
Museum, a talk about Nicholas Lutz and a reception
hosted by the New England Paperweight Collectors
Association, all on the first day of Convention.
NTBM!

BERGSTROM-MAHLER MUSEUM…
Recently we received two letters. One was a note
from Jami Severstad, Curator of the Museum,
thanking DVPCA for inviting her to speak at our
Fall Meeting (10/14/06) and expressing delight at
meeting everyone here. The other, dated November
7, 2006, was from Jan Smith, announcing her return
to the Museum as Executive Director and looking
forward to meeting many of us at the PCA, Inc.
Convention in Providence, RI in April 2007. Ms.
Smith’s last letter to DVPCA is dated June 25, 1998
when, as Curator, she thanked our group for the
donation of $2600, half the proceeds of our Grand
Paperweight Raffle in late 1997. (We had donated
the other $2600 to the Museum of American Glass
at Wheaton Village.) With her prior experience as
Museum Curator, Ms. Smith should be a most
effective Executive Director and we wish her well in
her new post.

July 14 & 15, 2007 – 15th Anniversary Celebration
Weekend: On Saturday, July 14, there will be four
programs during the day, including emerging
paperweight artist Joshua Steindler, “Acquired at
Convention” show and tell and our annual “Stump the
Dummies” ID Clinic, followed by a Garden
Party/Catered Cookout at the home of a loyal member.
On Sunday, July 15, DVPCA will travel to Wheaton
Arts in Millville, NJ for the second full day of Glass
Weekend 2007. A 15th Anniversary commemorative
weight is being designed. Guest Dealers: Dan &
Therese McNamara.
October 13, 2007 Fall Meeting: Best Finds Contest
of 2006/2007. Guest Dealer: William Pitt. PLUS!

BILL PRICE AND HIS EBAY GROUP…
Bill Price, the subject of this issue’s lead article, has
taken a giant step and established, through the
auspices of eBay, a group site where each member
can post up to 2 MG of photos of great paperweights
from their collections. The goal is a permanent free
photo database for everyone to explore, contribute
to and learn from. Please consider joining this
unique eBay group and setting up your own album
of great weight pictures.

January 26, 2008 Winter Meeting: AM: TBD. PM:
Lewis C. Wilson of Crystal Myths, Albuquerque, NM
returns to display his newest creations and to discuss
his development as a glass artist since his last
appearance before DVPCA on January 21, 2006.

ALL MEETINGS AT WILLIAMSON RESTAURANT,
HORSHAM, PA.....
SAVE THE DATES!!!

http://groups.ebay.com/forum.jspa?forumID=1600007079
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Fall Meeting Announcement

LUNCHEON RESERVATIONS – January 27, 2007
Choices @ $16.00 each:

January 27, 2007
At Williamson Restaurant,
500 Blair Mill Road
(Route 611/Easton Road at Blair Mill Road),
Horsham, PA
Located two traffic lights north of PA Turnpike Exit
343 (Old Exit 27/Doylestown/Willow Grove)
Telephone (215) 675-5454

Number Attending
Boneless Breast of Chicken Maryland, w/Bacon
Broiled Filet of Fresh Flounder, Tartar Sauce
$ Luncheon total
Name(s):
Email:

10:00 AM Paperweight Fair with Guest Dealer
Leo Kaplan, Ltd.

Please mail this slip will ALL your selections and check to:

11:00 AM Preview: PCA, Inc. Convention,
April 18-21, 2007, Providence, RI
by Stanley Kruger and
Andy Dohan.

DVPCA, c/o Don Formigli, Treasurer
455 Stonybrook Drive, Levittown, PA 19055
NO LATER THAN JANUARY 20, 2007!!!

11:15 AM SURPRISE AUCTION!
Forty weights from a New York City
collector to be auctioned off,
without reserve. Opening bid: $5
apiece. Bring your check book and
add to your collection!

on glass to express her own artistic vision.
She continued her education in glass by
attending Tyler School of Art in Philadelphia
and Urban Glass in New York. Her designs in
glass are a unique continuation of the
American paperweight tradition. As Artistic
Director of Stankard Studio, Christine, and
the other artists, Katherine Stankard
Campbell, Pauline Stankard Iacovino and
David Graeber, strives to further enhance the
rich history of weights in this country. Her
inspiration now comes from living with her
own family in the New Jersey Pine Barrens.
Daily observations of the natural world
surrounding her lakeside home continually
motivate her to sculpt and capture insects
and wildflowers in glass.

11:30 AM Treasurer’s Report by Don Formigli,
with discussion of how to increase
membership in DVPCA.
12:00 PM LUNCH.
1:00 PM

Business Meeting: Announcements,
Silent Auction Results, Reports from
the Floor, Raffle Prize Winners, Door
Prize Winners, Special Election.

1:30 PM

After completing a Bachelor’s
degree in Art History from LaSalle
University in Philadelphia and
then laboring in the museum
world for five years, Guest Artist
Christine Stankard Kressley
began working with her father in
his Mantua, NJ studio in 1990.
As a child growing up surrounded
by art, she had enjoyed watching
her parents using their artistic
mediums of glass and clay. She
had enjoyed many nature walks
with her father, Glass Artist Paul
Stankard, as well as many hours
in his studio and it seemed very
natural for her to begin to focus

In today’s presentation, Christine will cover a
very short history of glass in South Jersey,
American Paperweights, Paul Stankard,
Contemporary Glass Artists and perhaps
some other general American art, the
Stankard Studio team and each of their work
and inspirations. We are indeed fortunate to
have her as our Guest Artist today.
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HARVEY & DORIS ROBINSON
Fine Glass Paperweights
Mail: P.O. Box 235, Waban, MA 02468
Website: www.robinsonpaperweights.com
Tel: (617) 928-5432 • Fax: (617) 928-1264
Toll Free: (800) 472-9003 • E-Mail: robinsonpaperweights@juno.com

L.H.

SELMAN

L T D

.

123 Locust Street, Santa Cruz, CA 95060
Offering quality paperweights for the past 37 years!
Website: TheGlassGallery.com
800.538.0766 | 800.427.1177
Sign up for our Spring and Fall Auction & Price Guides

Paperweight restoration and faceting. Repair of antique and
contemporary cut and art glass. Glass engraving.
Custom work. 30 years experience.

Ed Poore’s Crystal Workshop
Box 475 • Sagamore, MA 02561 • 508-888-1621
Fax: 508-888-9298 crystal.workshop@verizon.net

FOR SALE: Fine selection of French & American Weights
including Charles Kaziun and other contemporary artists. Many
Books for sale. We purchase one or collections of weights.
Dan McNamara • TERI ANTIQUES
P.O. Box 130-163 Hanover Street Station • Boston, MA 02113
Tel: 617-846-9465 • Email: theresemcnamara@msn.com

WILLIAM PITT
Visit my new website for the largest on-line selection
of contemporary & antique paperwweights at
competitive prices.
www.wpitt.com Email: wipitt@aol.com
16 Sconticut Neck Road #312 • Fairhaven, MA 02719
508-993-9434

PAPERWEIGHTS PROFESSIONALLY RESTORED
BY KNOWLEDGEABLE CONSERVATOR!
George N. Kulles
13441 W. Little Creek Drive • Homer Glen, IL 60491
Tel: (708) 301-0996 • Inquiries Invited!
GREAT AMERICAN MARBLE CO.
featuring the works of
over 80 Contemporary Art Glass Marble Makers.
Contact: Bertram M. Cohen
169 Marlborough Street • Boston, MA 02116-1830
Tel: 617-247-4754 • Fax: 617-247-9093
www.marblebert.com Email: marblebert@marblebert.com

